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Abstract 
This paper is an attempt to describe the processes applied within the Marine and Fisheries One Data 
(MFOD) system – the sole official provider of the Indonesian marine and fisheries statistics – to 
produce several Fisheries-related statistics. The paper begins by a short description of what MFOD is, 
its method as well as its coverage.

 
1 Statistician at the Center for Data, Statistics, and Information – the General Secretariat of the Ministry of 
Marine Affairs and Fisheries (MMAF). 
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The National Fishery and Aquaculture Statistics 
 

Production Volume 
The figures presented in table 1 briefly sum up the current trend of the total volume of Indonesian 
fisheries production for the 2016 – 2020 period, which has been in decline for the last three years. It 
started off at 22.6 million ton in 2016, and peaked at 23.2 million ton in 2017, then gradually crept 
down to its lowest point at 21.8 million ton in 2020. Therefore, it has been declining at an average rate 
of -0.41% per annum during the aforementioned period. 

Although Table 1 shows that the declining production happened to both capture as well as 
aquaculture fisheries, but further scrutiny reveals that the apparent decline was mainly attributable 
to the aquaculture production which has been declining at an average of -1.01% per annum. Despite 
the fact that the production of capture fisheries has also been declining for the last two years, but 
overall, it was still considered growing at an average rate of 1.01% per annum. 

Table 1. Total Indonesian Fisheries Production Volume (1000 Ton), 2016 - 2020 

Item Year 
2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Total Volume   22.582,51    23.186,44    23.049,85    22.760,95    21.834,11  

Capture Fisheries  
Sub Total      6.580,19       7.071,45       7.361,12       7.335,32       6.989,09  
Marine Capture        6.115,47         6.603,63         6.701,83         6.630,12         6.494,14  
Inland Capture           464,72            467,82            659,29            705,20            494,95  

Aquaculture Fisheries  

Sub Total   16.002,32    16.114,99    15.688,73    15.425,62    14.845,01  
Marine culture        9.773,06         9.884,67         9.267,87         8.617,17         8.499,28  
Brackish water Pond        3.012,47         2.772,53         2.965,85         3.010,61         2.959,40  
Freshwater Pond        2.288,97         2.752,00         2.546,56         2.820,52         2.461,36  
Cage           204,14            243,73            249,92            189,41            207,46  
Floating Cage Net           502,30            353,75            398,30            467,99            442,62  
Pen culture             43,36              25,45              54,92              40,61              23,53  
Rice fish           178,02              82,87            205,32            279,32            251,38  

Notes: 
• 2016 statistics were produced by its related Directorate General (the Directorate General of Capture Fisheries/DGCF 

and the Directorate General of Aquaculture Fisheries/DGAF); 
• 2017-2020 statistics were produced by the Marine and Fisheries One Data (MFOD) Program. 

The source of this aquaculture production decline was mainly attributable to the dwindling of seaweed 
farming production which mostly consisted of Eucheuma cottoni and Gracilaria verrucosa. Each year, 
seaweed production alone contributed to more than a half of the total production of aquaculture 
fisheries. As formally stated by the DGAF, there has been a significant cut down in the production of 
seaweed for the last three years, due to a mixture of several factors such as the lack of high-quality 
seed, low producer price, along with the outbreak of a pandemic which severely thwarted both 
domestic trade as well as export. 

Production Value 
Table 2 displays the tale of the tape for Indonesian Fisheries Production in terms of value which tells 
a strikingly different story to the one discussed earlier. In spite of the gradual decline that occurred 
within the last two years, on average, the total value of Indonesian fisheries production has been 
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growing at a staggering rate of 9.83% per annum. It started off at 268.9 trillion IDR in 2016, soared up 
to 417.6 trillion IDR in 2018, then gradually plummeted to 363.1 trillion IDR in 2020. 

Table 2. Total Indonesian Fisheries Production Value (Rp. Billion), 2016-2020 

Item Year 
2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Production Value 268.875 384.491 417.589 389.523 363.081 

Capture Fisheries 
Sub Total 122.221 197.337 224.133 201.879 186.565 
Marine Fisheries 111.363 184.620 204.213 180.259 171.530 
Inland Fisheries 10.858 12.717 19.919 21.620 15.035 

Aquaculture Fisheries 

Sub Total 146.654 187.154 193.457 187.644 176.517 
Marine culture 16.255 33.656 29.982 29.995 26.574 
Brackish water Pond 60.891 72.358 82.288 73.124 74.105 
Freshwater Pond 48.128 63.004 58.016 61.536 53.471 
Cage 5.058 7.260 6.885 5.360 6.192 
Floating Cage Net 10.934 8.111 9.052 9.905 9.732 
Pen culture 978 516 1.174 1.010 552 
Rice fish 4.409 2.250 6.060 6.713 5.889 

Notes: 
• 2016 statistics were produced by its related Directorate General (the Directorate General of Capture Fisheries/DGCF 

and the Directorate General of Aquaculture Fisheries/DGAF); 
• 2017-2020 statistics were produced by the Marine and Fisheries One Data (MFOD) Program. 

The value of capture fisheries production has been growing at a rate of 11.78% per annum. On average, 
marine fisheries grew slightly better than inland fisheries at, respectively, 12.20% and 11.00% per 
annum. Meanwhile the value of aquaculture fisheries production has been growing at an average rate 
of 8.54% per annum, with Rice fish leading at 31.42% per annum, followed by Marine culture at 19.94% 
per annum. 

Fishers and Fish Farmers Statistic 
 

 

Figure 1. The registered and estimated number of fishers and fish farmers 
Source: KUSUKA’S DASHBOARD, as captured per 21 August 2022, 18:36 PM 

https://statistik.kkp.go.id/kusuka-new/dashboard.php
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Figure 1 displays a captured table published in the KUSUKA dashboard – which is the official 
publication of Marine and Fisheries Households data recording run by the Indonesian Ministry of 
Marine Affairs and Fisheries (MMAF). The figure shows the numbers of recorded (KUSUKA) and 
estimated (POTENSI) Marine and Fisheries households for each type of profession, and also the 
progress of the recording (CAPAIAN PENDATAAN (%)).  

The figure describes that, as per 21 August 2022, the number of marine and fisheries households 
recorded has reached a total of 1.569.328 households, which is barely 27.2% from the estimated 
households at 5.768.888 households. It also illustrates that the recording progress for each fisher and 
fish farmer in the marine and fisheries sector are: 

1. Fishers (NELAYAN) is at 36.46%, or at 997.575 recorded fishers out of 2.736.218 estimated 
fishers; 

2. Fish Farmers (PEMBUDIDAYA IKAN) is at 16.77%, or at 445.345 recorded fish farmers out of 
2.655.510 estimated farmers. 

The KUSUKA numbers will most likely be increasing, since the recording is still in progress. The POTENSI 
numbers might also change as it will be updated in accordance to the result of the 2021 estimation 
which is still in the validation process. 
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The Marine and Fisheries One Data (MFOD) 
 

Overview 
The Marine and Fisheries One Data (MFOD) – the sole, official provider of data and statistics for the 
Marine and Fisheries Sector – is a sub system of the National Satu Data (One Data) framework. One 
Data is an initiative directly ordered by the President, to standardize and simplify the provisions of the 
national data and statistics. As this nation-wide program kicked off in 2017, the Ministry of Marine 
Affairs and Fisheries (MMAF) had been selected as the designated official for the MFOD. 

The MFOD applies a bottom-up reporting system with layers of strict validations from the population 
recording, data collection, production estimation, up to the aggregation process. It deploys 
enumerators in 514 regencies and 220 fishing ports all over Indonesia, who are covering samples for 
capture fisheries, aquaculture fisheries, sea salt farming, fish processing, and fish trading. It also 
employs validators at every level of the government – regency, provincial, as well as the national level 
– to ensure inclusiveness and quality for the process, inputs, and outputs of the system. Both the 
appointed enumerators and validators are working on a single, standardized system provided 
especially by the MMAF for the MFOD. 

So far, the MFOD has put most of its efforts into running two major modules. Although the two 
modules were developed for different reasons, but they actually are very connected to each other. 
The subsequent parts will be brief explanations regarding the two major modules. 

KUSUKA 
The term KUSUKA – which actually refers to a module within the MFOD application – is an abbreviation 
for “Kartu Pelaku Usaha Kelautan dan Perikanan” (Marine and Fisheries Households ID Card). It is a 
household’s recording framework which was developed which aims at collecting both general as well 
as business related information of all the different marine and fisheries professions, and store them 
in a single database that can be shared with other applications within the MMAF or other government 
institutions. The KUSUKA’s recording covers households whose professions are categorized as fishers, 
fish farmers, fish traders, fish processing units, and salt farmers.  

 

Figure 2. The integration of KUSUKA with other databases 
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To ensure KUSUKA’s interoperability with other National Data systems – as seen in figure 2 – KUSUKA 
is integrated with the database of the National Civil Registry run by the Directorate General of 
Population and Civil Registry of the Ministry of Internal Affairs and uses the National ID as the 
primary key for each record. Due to the use of the National ID, not only KUSUKA has been easily 
integrated to several household-related applications within the MMAF – such as the sampling module 
of the MFOD, the Licensing system, and the Fish Quarantine and Quality Assurance system – but it has 
also been employed by other Ministries as a source of households’ data for their government aid 
programs. 

The results of KUSUKA recording – the progress, and the statistics – have been published by MFOD in 
the form of an online dashboard, open for public at https://statistik.go.id/kusuka-new/dashboard.php.  

Marine and Fisheries Production Statistic 
The production statistic module was developed for the provision of final tables for the marine and 
fisheries production statistics and other tables related to it. These final tables serve as the source table 
for every statistical report published by the MFOD. The structure for these final tables is designed so 
that it has the flexibility to be pivoted to produce various grouping reports, thus it is purposely 
structured in a tidy data format. 

  

Figure 3. the Flow of Production statistic process 

The processes applied to produce the final tables are very straight forward, as can be observed from 
figure 3 – starts from the monthly data collection by the enumerators at the regencies’ level, followed 
by estimation which is initiated monthly by the regency validators, and lastly the aggregation to the 
provincial and the national level. As an effort of making sure that the output of each process as well 
as the final output is as close to accuracy as it can be, therefore the MFOD applies validations at each 
process. The flow for whole processes is briefly depicted in Figure 2. 

The monthly samples are collected by the enumerators at the regency level using a standardized 
questionnaire, which then put into the online application officiated by the MFOD.  As a reference for 
the monthly samplings, the enumerators are handed an official sampling frame which lists the names 
of fishers and each fisher’s business information. This sampling frame is produced annually by the 
MFOD and approved by each related echelon (DGCF & DGAF) before it is passed down to the 
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The earliest validation within the system is applied at the sampling process, in the form of a 
standardized form within the application. Once the samples pass the form validation and enter the 
system, the regency validators will begin working. The validators inspect the samples to ensure that 
they are properly entered into the system in terms of data completeness and logic. The valid samples 
are then marked and pooled by the system for the estimation process, while the invalid samples are 
returned to the enumerators for revision. 

As soon as the regency validators initiate the monthly estimation, the regency validators will start to 
scrutinize the figures estimated. The must ensure that every homogeneity is represented within the 
estimated dataset, the catch compositions are logical, the figures produced are representing what 
really happened, etc. A validator at this stage has options of accepting the estimated figures or making 
adjustment to the dataset, and put their choice into the validation application provided by the MFOD. 

The national validation, which happens simultaneously with the aggregation process, is usually the 
final and the most time-consuming validation of all the validations in the system. At this stage, the 
validators from the regency and the provincial level will meet the national validators to reach an 
agreement upon each regency’s aggregate data. Once the aggregate figures for each statistical table 
is agreed, it will be put into the related final table as the basis for various statistical reports. 

The outputs of this process – the Final tables – are stored within the MFOD statistic database. Any 
reports which are published by the MFOD – both routine as well as customized reports – are based 
from those final tables. As for routinely asked tables have all been published online and can be 
downloaded from the official site: https://statistik.kkp.go.id, for tables not published within that site 
can be acquired by request via official letter. 

https://statistik.kkp.go.id/
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National Statistics on Marine Capture Fisheries 
 

Catch Statistic 
Table 3 displays a preview of the top 10 rows from the Final Marine Capture Fisheries Catch table, 
which is the ultimate output of all the processes within the MFOD for the Marine Capture Fisheries 
Statistics. With a table structure as shown in table 3, this table allows for the creation of various 
groupings – such as grouping by year, semester, quarter, month, type of landings, province, regency, 
fishing ports, FMAs, type and size of vessels, type of gears, species, species group, to any combinations 
of those variables – for reports on the value and/or volume of catch of the marine capture fisheries. 

There are 15 variables included within the Final Marine Capture Fisheries Catch table, and each 
variable’s data type and definition has been listed below, namely: 

1. Tahun/Year: Integer, indicates the statistical year which the marine capture operations were 
done; 

2. Semester/Semester: integer, indicates the statistical period in semester which the marine 
capture operations were done; 

3. Triwulan/Quarter: integer, indicates the statistical period in quarter which the marine 
capture operations were done; 

4. Bulan/Month: integer, indicates the statistical period in month which the marine capture 
operations were done; 

5. Lembar_Kerja/Type of Landings: varchar, indicates the type of landing (fishing port/non-
fishing port); 

6. Provinsi/Province: varchar, indicates the name of the province where the marine capture 
operations were done; 

7. Kabupaten_Kota/Regency: varchar, indicates the name of the regency where the marine 
capture operations were done; 

8. Pelabuhan/Fishing_Port_Name: varchar, indicates the name of fishing port where the 
landings were done; 

9. WPP/FMA: varchar, indicates the name of the Fisheries Management area where the marine 
capture operations were done; 

10. Jenis_Kapal/Type of Vessel: varchar, indicates the type and size of vessels; 
11. Jenis_API/Gear: varchar, indicates the type of gear fitted into the vessels; 
12. Jenis_Ikan/Species: varchar, indicates the name of the species; 
13. Kelompok/Fish_Group: varchar, indicates the name of the species group; 
14. Produksi_Kg/Catch Volume: float, indicates the volume of catch in Kilogram; 
15. Nilai_Produksi_Rp/Catch Value: float, indicates the value of catch in IDR. 

Table 3. A preview of the top 10 rows within the Final Marine Capture Fisheries Catch Table 

Index Tahun Semester Triwulan Bulan Lembar_Kerja Provinsi Kabupaten_Kota Pelabuhan WPP 
0 2019 1 1 1 Non Pelabuhan ACEH ACEH BARAT - WPP-RI-572 
1 2019 1 1 1 Non Pelabuhan ACEH ACEH BARAT - WPP-RI-572 
2 2019 1 1 1 Non Pelabuhan ACEH ACEH BARAT - WPP-RI-572 
3 2019 1 1 1 Non Pelabuhan ACEH ACEH BARAT - WPP-RI-572 
4 2019 1 1 1 Non Pelabuhan ACEH ACEH BARAT - WPP-RI-572 
5 2019 1 1 1 Non Pelabuhan ACEH ACEH BARAT - WPP-RI-572 
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6 2019 1 1 1 Non Pelabuhan ACEH ACEH BARAT - WPP-RI-572 
7 2019 1 1 1 Non Pelabuhan ACEH ACEH BARAT - WPP-RI-572 
8 2019 1 1 1 Non Pelabuhan ACEH ACEH BARAT - WPP-RI-572 
9 2019 1 1 1 Non Pelabuhan ACEH ACEH BARAT - WPP-RI-572 

 

Index Jenis_Kapal Jenis_API Jenis_Ikan Kelompok Produksi_Kg Nilai_Produksi_Rp 
0 KM_0005 Huhate Kakap Merah Kakap      18.138,00        755.756.046,00  
1 KM_0005 Huhate Kembung Kembung      28.033,00        666.736.872,00  
2 KM_0005 Huhate Kuwe Tutul Kuwe        1.780,00          82.643.620,00  
3 KM_0005 Huhate Layur Layur      31.084,00        373.008.000,00  
4 KM_0005 Huhate Peperek Bondolan Peperek        1.458,00          21.870.000,00  
5 KM_0005 Huhate Selar Hijau Selar        7.882,00        162.022.392,00  
6 KM_0005 Huhate Tenggiri Tenggiri      12.860,00        401.103.400,00  
7 KM_0005 Huhate Tongkol Abu-abu Tongkol      45.145,00    2.096.037.205,00  
8 KM_0005 Huhate Tuna Mata Besar Tuna      16.202,00    1.377.170.000,00  
9 KM_0005 Jaring Insang Berlapis, Jaring Klitik Kakap Merah Kakap      28.801,00    1.200.051.267,00  

Source: Final Marine Capture Fisheries Catch Table, the MFOD Statistics Database. 

With such variables within a tabular form, the Final Catch table has a reasonably enough depth and 
flexibility to accommodate various catch reports required. Once the final table is acquired, it takes 
merely pivoting process to meet most reports requirements. Although the real works – the processes 
applied within MFOD – of acquiring the final table is nowhere near to simplicity, but each process will 
be summarized briefly within the subsequent parts. 

Data Collection 
The data collection process for the catch statistics on Marine Capture Fisheries is a mixture of 
recording and sampling. As Indonesian marine fishers are categorized by their catch landing – those 
who land their catch at the fishing ports and those who land outside the fishing ports – so do the 
process for the data collection. In some fishing ports, especially those operated by the Directorate of 
Fishing Ports (DOFP) of the DGCF, data collection has been conducted through daily data recording. 
As for the rest – the fishing ports operated by the provincial governments, regency governments, or 
private firms and non-fishing port – data collection is conducted through monthly samplings. 

Most of the fishing ports in Indonesia are not run by the DOFP (provincial governments, regency 
governments, and private firms), therefore data recording has only been applied in around 27% of the 
existing fishing ports. From as many as 816 fishing ports all over Indonesia, only 220 of them have 
already had enough man-power and infrastructure to conduct a proper daily catch recording through 
the Fishing Ports Information Center (FPIC) system run by the DOFP. The FPIC system – which 
predates the MFOD by almost a decade – has proven itself to be very vital to the Marine Capture 
Fisheries statistics, therefore its daily records are integrated into the MFOD during the Aggregation 
Process. 

Catch Estimation & Aggregation 
Based on the validated monthly samples pooled within the system, the validators will begin the 
estimation process of monthly catch. The regency validators are granted rights to produce monthly 
estimates for their regency, while the provincial validators are granted the rights to produce monthly 
estimates for every regency within their province. The formula for this computation is relatively simple, 
basically a multiplication of three variables, the average monthly productivity, the average trip – both 
derived from the samples collected – and the population. This simple computation is iterated 
respective to the homogeneities pooled within the samples. 

The aggregation process usually begins every semester, initiated by the regency validators, up to the 
provincial validators, and up until the national Validators. At this aggregation process, the estimation 
result of each regency, is combined with the catch records from the fishing port to derive a complete 
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figure of each regency’s catch. Once an agreement on the figure is reached between the regency, 
provincial, and the national validators, the result of the aggregate process is adopted as the official 
statistics. 

Data Validation 
As reinforcements for the national validators during the national validation process, the MFOD 
provides catch composition data from other system as benchmarks. For this process, the MFOD 
usually makes use of data produced by the Logbook system – run by the Directorate of Fisheries 
Resources Management (DFRM) of the DGCF; the Observer system – run also by the DFRM; Scientific 
Research conducted by the Marine and Fisheries Research Agency of the MMAF; and other catch 
samplings conducted by various Non-Government Organizations (NGOs) such as MDPI, AP5I, ATLI, etc. 

Fishers, Gears, and Vessels Statistics 
Table 4 displays a preview of the top 10 rows within the Final Marine Capture Fisheries Fishers, Gears, 
and Vessels Table, which is the source for the Gear and Vessels Statistics. The table structure shown 
within table 4, allows for the creation of various groupings – such as year, type of capture fisheries, 
province, regency, FMAs, type of vessels, type of gear, to any combinations of those variables – for 
reports on the number of households, vessels, gears, and labors. 

There are 12 variables included within this table, and each data type and definitions has been listed 
below: 

1. Tahun/Year: integer, indicates the statistical year which the vessels and gears were operating; 
2. Jenis_Usaha/Type_of_Capture: varchar, indicates the type of capture fisheries in which the 

vessels and gear were classified into (Marine Capture or Inland Capture); 
3. Provinsi/Province: varchar, indicates the name of Province where the vessels and gear were 

operating; 
4. Kabupaten_Kota/Regency: varchar, indicates the name of Regency where the vessels and 

gears were operating; 
5. WPP/Fisheries Management Area: varchar, indicates the name of FMA where the vessels and 

gears were operating; 
6. Jenis_Kapal/Type of Vessels: varchar, indicates the type and size of vessels; 
7. Jenis_API/Gear Type: varchar, indicates the name of gear fitted into the vessels; 
8. Jumlah_Rtp/Number of Households: integer, indicates the number of households owning the 

vessels and gears; 
9. Jumlah_Kapal/Number of Vessels: integer, indicates the number of vessels operating; 
10. Jumlah_API/Number of Gears: integer, indicates the number of gears fitted into the vessels; 
11. Jumlah_Nelayan_Buruh/Number of Labors: integer, indicates the number of labors deployed 

in each operation. 

Table 4. A preview of the top 10 rows of marine capture fisheries within the Final Marine Capture Fisheries Fishers, Gears, 
and Vessels Table 

Index Tahun Jenis_Usaha Provinsi Kabupaten_Kota WPP Jenis_Kapal 
0 2019 Laut ACEH ACEH BARAT WPP-RI-572 KM_0005 
1 2019 Laut ACEH ACEH BARAT WPP-RI-572 KM_0005 
2 2019 Laut ACEH ACEH BARAT WPP-RI-572 KM_0005 
3 2019 Laut ACEH ACEH BARAT WPP-RI-572 KM_0005 
4 2019 Laut ACEH ACEH BARAT WPP-RI-572 KM_0005 
5 2019 Laut ACEH ACEH BARAT WPP-RI-572 KM_0005 
6 2019 Laut ACEH ACEH BARAT WPP-RI-572 KM_0005 
7 2019 Laut ACEH ACEH BARAT WPP-RI-572 KM_0005 
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8 2019 Laut ACEH ACEH BARAT WPP-RI-572 KM_0005 
9 2019 Laut ACEH ACEH BARAT WPP-RI-572 KM_0005 

 

Index Jenis_Api Jumlah_Rtp Jumlah_Kapal Jumlah_Api Jumlah_Nelayan_Buruh 
0 Anco 1 1 1 1 
1 Huhate 11 11 11 6 
2 Jaring Insang Berlapis, Jaring Klitik 43 43 43 27 
3 Jaring Insang Hanyut, Jaring Gillnet Oseanik 153 153 153 131 
4 Jaring Insang Kombinasi Dengan Trammel Net 159 159 159 81 
5 Jaring Insang Tetap, Jaring Liong Bun 1 1 1 0 
6 Pancing Berjoran 2 2 2 4 
7 Pancing Ulur 132 132 132 42 
8 Payang 1 1 1 12 
9 Pukat Hela Dasar Berpapan 1 1 1 0 

Source: Final Marine & Inland Capture Fisheries Fishers, Gears, and Vessels Table, the MFOD Statistics 
Database. 

Data Collection 
The data collection for Marine Capture Fisheries Fishers, Gear, and Vessels Table is an integration of 
data recordings from three different systems – all operated by the MMAF, namely KUSUKA, SIMKADA 
and SILAT – and the Population Estimation Process within the MFOD.  

SIMKADA is one of the catch licensing systems operated by the Directorate of Licensing and Fishers 
of the DGCF. The system was developed to provide a platform for the regency governments to process 
Catch Licensing for vessels below 30 GT. Although the system is made available for all the regencies 
to use, but it has not been adopted by all regencies. Some of them had already developed their own 
licensing systems, since it is not yet mandatory for the regencies to use it. 

The other source of data for the table is the SILAT system, which is also operated by the Directorate 
of Licensing and Fishers. Silat was developed as a platform for Catch Licensing system for vessels with 
sizes of 30 GT and above – which has to be handled by the central government. Silat is already 
integrated with KUSUKA, since one of the prerequisites of applying for a Catch License for vessels with 
a size of 30 GT and above is for the applicant to be registered within the KUSUKA database.  

Estimation and Aggregation of Fishers, Gears, and Vessels 
The estimation of the number of vessels and gears is initiated by the regency validators during the 
population estimation process within the MFOD system which serves as a basis for the construction 
of the Marine Capture Fisheries Vessels and Gear Table at every semester. During the process of 
population estimation, beside their own produced data, the regency validators will also incorporate 
the data recorded within KUSUKA and SIMKADA. The result of this population estimation is an integral 
part the afore-mentioned catch estimation process, as the figures derived are used as the population 
variable in the catch estimation formula. Once the population estimation is completed, the MFOD will 
automatically begin the process of constructing Vessels and Gear table.  

Data Validation 
The validation process for the vessels and gear table is conducted at the same time as the national 
validation Process. The central validators will inspect the constructed vessels and gear table, and then 
cross-checking the figures for each homogeneity with the records within KUSUKA, SIMKADA, and SILAT. 
The result of this process is the Final Vessels and Gear table as shown in table 4 previously. 
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National Statistics on Inland Capture Fisheries 
 

Catch Statistic 
Table 5 displays the top 10 rows data within the Final Inland Capture Fisheries table of the MFOD 
Statistics Database. The inland capture fisheries figures presented within Table 1 as well as Table 2, 
are actually the aggregated versions of this Final Table. The structure of this table allows for the MFOD 
to create various groupings – from grouping by year, semester, month, province, regency, type of 
water body, type of vessels, type of gear, species, species group, to any combinations of those 
variables – for reports on inland fisheries catch volume and/or value. 

The table includes 12 variables, and each data type and definition are listed below: 

1. Tahun/Year: integer, indicates the statistical year in which the inland capture operations were 
done; 

2. Semester/Semester: integer, indicates the statistical period in semester in which the inland 
capture operations were done; 

3. Bulan/Month: integer, indicates the statistical period in month in which the inland capture 
operations were done; 

4. Provinsi/Province: varchar, indicates the name of the province where the inland capture 
operations were done; 

5. Kabupaten_Kota/Regency: varchar, indicates the name of the Regency where the inland 
capture operations were done; 

6. Jenis_Perairan/Type of Waters: varchar, indicates the type of the water body where the 
inland capture operations was done; 

7. Jenis_Kapal/Type of Vessels: varchar, indicates the type and size of the vessels; 
8. Jenis_API/Type of Gear: varchar, indicates the type of Gear fitted into the Vessels; 
9. Jenis_Ikan/Species: varchar, indicates the name of the species; 
10. Kelompok/Species Group: varchar, indicates the group of the species; 
11. Produksi_Kg/Catch Volume: float, indicates the volume of the catch in Kg; 
12. Nilai_Produksi_Rp/Catch Value: float, indicates the value of the catch in IDR. 

Table 5. A preview of the top 10 rows within the Final Inland Capture Fisheries Catch Table 

Index Tahun Semester Bulan Provinsi Kabupaten_Kota Jenis_Perairan 
0 2019 1 1 ACEH ACEH BARAT DAYA Genangan Air Lainnya 
1 2019 1 1 ACEH ACEH BARAT DAYA Genangan Air Lainnya 
2 2019 1 1 ACEH ACEH BARAT DAYA Genangan Air Lainnya 
3 2019 1 1 ACEH ACEH BARAT DAYA Genangan Air Lainnya 
4 2019 1 1 ACEH ACEH BARAT DAYA Genangan Air Lainnya 
5 2019 1 1 ACEH ACEH BARAT DAYA Genangan Air Lainnya 
6 2019 1 1 ACEH ACEH BARAT DAYA Genangan Air Lainnya 
7 2019 1 1 ACEH ACEH BARAT DAYA Genangan Air Lainnya 
8 2019 1 1 ACEH ACEH BARAT DAYA Genangan Air Lainnya 
9 2019 1 1 ACEH ACEH BARAT DAYA Genangan Air Lainnya 

 

Index Jenis_Kapal Jenis_API Jenis_Ikan Kelompok Produksi_Kg Nilai_Produksi_Rp 
0 MT_0005 Jaring Insang Lingkar Belut Sawah Belut Tawar                   14                     560.000  
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1 MT_0005 Jaring Insang Lingkar Betutu Betutu                     2                       60.000  
2 MT_0005 Jaring Insang Lingkar Gabus  Gabus                     8                     240.000  
3 MT_0005 Jaring Insang Lingkar Gurame; Gurami Gurami                     6                     210.000  
4 MT_0005 Jaring Insang Lingkar Jelawat Jelawat                     6                     540.000  
5 MT_0005 Jaring Insang Lingkar Lele Lele                   16                     320.000  
6 MT_0005 Jaring Insang Lingkar Mas Mas                     2                       50.000  
7 MT_0005 Jaring Insang Lingkar Nila Nila                   23                     575.000  
8 MT_0005 Jaring Insang Lingkar Patin Patin                     3                       75.000  
9 MT_0005 Jaring Insang Lingkar Sepat Rawa Sepat                     2                       40.000  

Source: Final Inland Capture Fisheries Catch Table, the MFOD Statistics Database. 

Data Collection 
Unlike the marine capture fisheries, the data collection process for inland capture fisheries catch is 
very straight forward. So far, there has been no fishing ports specially provided for inland capture 
fisheries. Thus, causing data collection for it relies entirely on monthly samplings collected by the 
enumerators in the regency level. But in some places, a small number of inland capture fisheries 
vessels have been landing their catch within marine fishing ports. This has caused a logical problem 
for the fishing port reports, since fishing ports are actually provided only for marine capture landings. 
Therefore, species landed within the fishing ports should only be marine water species. Thus, inland 
water species reported as catch landed within fishing ports would be considered very illogical. And 
since the figures of inland water species reported from fishing ports were usually insignificant, they 
never made it pass the National Validation process, and would be completely written off of the reports. 

Estimation and Aggregation 
Based on the validated monthly samples pooled within the system, the validators will begin the 
estimation process of monthly catch. The regency validators are granted rights to produce monthly 
estimates for their regency, while the provincial validators are granted the rights to produce monthly 
estimates for every regency within their province. The formula for this computation is relatively simple, 
basically a multiplication of three variables, the average monthly productivity (kg/trip/fisher), the 
average trip (trips) – both derived from the samples collected – and the population (fishers). This 
simple computation is iterated respective to the homogeneities pooled within the samples.  

The aggregation process usually begins every semester, initiated by the regency validators, up to the 
provincial validators, and up until the national Validators. Once an agreement on the figure is reached 
between the regency, provincial, and the national validators, the result of the aggregate process is 
adopted as the official statistics. 

Validation 
The validation process for the inland capture catch table is pretty much similar to the ones applied for 
the marine capture fisheries catch table. Despite going through the same validation processes, it 
receives less scrutiny during the National Validation process. Unlike its counterpart – the marine 
capture fisheries – since there aren’t as many institutions involved in the national validation, thus the 
process of agreement between the regency, provincial, and national validators is usually relatively 
easy to come to. 

Fishers, Gears, and Vessels Statistics 
Table 6 presents the top 10 rows inland data within the Final Marine and Inland Fishers, Gears and 
Vessels table. This table is the source for every Inland Gear and Vessels statistics report that the MFOD 
publish. The table’s structure allows the MFOD to create various groupings – from grouping by year, 
type of water body, province, regency, type of vessels, type of gear, to any combinations of those 
variables – for reports on the number of households, vessels, gears, or labors. 
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There are 12 variables included within this table, and each data type and definition are listed below: 

1. Tahun/Year: integer, indicates the statistical year in which the inland capture operation was 
done; 

2. Jenis_Usaha/Type of Capture: varchar, indicates the type of capture fisheries operating 
(Marine Capture or Inland Capture); 

3. Jenis_Perairan/Type of Water Body: varchar, indicates the type of the water body where the 
vessels and gear was operating; 

4. Provinsi/Province: varchar, indicates the name of the province where the vessels and gears 
were operating; 

5. Kabupaten_Kota/Regency: varchar, indicates the name of the Regency where the vessels and 
gears were operating; 

6. WPP/Fishery Management Area: varchar, indicates the name of the FMA where the vessels 
and gears were operating; 

7. Jenis_Kapal/Type of Vessel: varchar, indicates the type and size of vessel; 
8. Jenis_API/Type of Gear: varchar, indicates the type of gear; 
9. Jumlah_Rtp/Number of Household: integer, indicates the number of households owning the 

vessels and gears; 
10. Jumlah_Kapal/Number of Vessels: integer, indicates the number of Vessels operating; 
11. Jumlah_API/Number of Gear: integer, indicates the number of Gear operating; 
12. Jumlah_Nelayan_Buruh/Number of Labor: integer, indicates the number of labors deployed 

in each operation. 

Table 6. A preview of the top 10 rows of inland capture fisheries within the Final Marine and Inland Fishers, Gears, and 
Vessels Table 

Index Tahun Jenis_Usaha Jenis_Perairan Provinsi Kabupaten_Kota WPP Jenis_Kapal 
0 2019 PUD Danau ACEH ACEH SINGKIL PUD MT_0005 
1 2019 PUD Danau ACEH ACEH SINGKIL PUD PTM 
2 2019 PUD Danau ACEH ACEH SINGKIL PUD PTM 
3 2019 PUD Danau ACEH ACEH SINGKIL PUD PTM 
4 2019 PUD Danau ACEH ACEH TENGAH PUD MT_0005 
5 2019 PUD Danau ACEH ACEH TENGAH PUD MT_0005 
6 2019 PUD Danau ACEH ACEH TENGAH PUD MT_0005 
7 2019 PUD Danau ACEH ACEH TENGAH PUD NTP 
8 2019 PUD Danau ACEH ACEH TENGAH PUD NTP 
9 2019 PUD Danau ACEH ACEH TENGAH PUD NTP 

 

Index Jenis_Api Jumlah_Rtp Jumlah_Kapal Jumlah_Api Jumlah_Nelayan_Buruh 
0 Bubu 7 7 7 7 
1 Bubu 6 6 6 4 
2 Jaring Insang Tetap, Jaring Liong Bun 17 17 17 3 
3 Pancing Ulur 7 7 7 1 
4 Anco 2 2 2 2 
5 Bubu 400 400 575 1 
6 Jaring Insang Tetap, Jaring Liong Bun 575 575 575 10 
7 Anco 25 0 25 0 
8 Bubu 74 0 148 0 
9 Jaring Insang Tetap, Jaring Liong Bun 1 0 1 0 

Source: Final Marine & Inland Capture Fisheries Fishers, Gears, and Vessels Table, the MFOD Statistics 
Database. 
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Data Collection 
The data collection for inland capture fisheries fishers, gears, and vessels table is similar to the one 
applied for the marine capture fisheries. It relies on the KUSUKA, SIMKADA, SILAT, and the estimation 
& aggregation process of the MFOD. But since the inland capture fishers are mostly small-scale fishers 
– with vessels size bellow 10 GT and usually do not require licensing – thus it relies more on the 
estimation & aggregation process by the regency validators to get the rough figure, and the KUSUKA 
for the factual recording. 

Estimation and Aggregation 
The estimation of the number of vessels and gears is initiated by the regency validators during the 
population estimation process within the MFOD system which serves as a basis for the construction 
of the Marine Capture Fisheries Vessels and Gear Table at every semester. During the process of 
population estimation, the regency validators will also incorporate the data recorded within KUSUKA 
and SIMKADA. The result of this population estimation is an integral part the afore-mentioned catch 
estimation process, as the figures derived are used as the population variable in the catch estimation 
formula. Once the population estimation is completed, the MFOD will automatically begin the process 
of constructing the Final Marine and Inland Capture Fisheries Vessels and Gear table. 

Validation 
The validation process for the vessels and gear table is conducted at the same time as the national 
validation Process. The central validators will inspect the constructed vessels and gear table, and then 
cross-checking the figures for each homogeneity with the records within KUSUKA, SIMKADA, and SILAT. 
The result of this process is the Final Vessels and Gear table as shown in table 6 previously. 
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National Statistics on Aquaculture 
 

Aquaculture Production Statistic 
Table 7 is a preview of the top 10 rows within the Final Aquaculture Production Table. This table is the 
source of all aquaculture production reports published by the MFOD. The table structure allows for 
various groupings – from grouping by year, semester, month, province, regency, type of aquaculture, 
species, species group, to any combinations of those variables – for the reports on the volume and 
value of the aquaculture fisheries production. 

There are 10 different variables which data type and definition are listed below: 

1. Tahun/Year: integer, indicates the year in which the aquaculture products were produced; 
2. Semester/Semester: integer, indicates the period in semester in which the aquaculture 

products were produced;  
3. Bulan/Month: integer, indicates the period in month in which the aquaculture products were 

produced; 
4. Provinsi/Province: varchar, indicates the name of province where the aquaculture products 

were produced; 
5. Kabupaten_Kota/Regency: varchar, indicates the name of regency where the aquaculture 

products were produced; 
6. Jenis_Pembesaran/Type of Aquaculture: varchar, indicates the type of aquaculture which 

was used to produce the aquaculture products; 
7. Jenis_Ikan/Species: varchar, indicates the species produced; 
8. Kelompok_Ikan/Species Group: varchar, indicates the species group of the species produced; 
9. Produksi_Kg/Production: float, indicates the volume of aquaculture production in Kg; 
10. Nilai_Rp/Value: float, indicates the value of aquaculture production in IDR. 

Table 7. A preview of the top 10 rows within the Final Aquaculture Fisheries Production Table 

Index Tahun Semester Bulan Provinsi Kabupaten_Kota Jenis_Pembesaran 
0 2019 1 1 ACEH ACEH BARAT Kolam Air Tenang 
1 2019 1 1 ACEH ACEH BARAT Kolam Air Tenang 
2 2019 1 1 ACEH ACEH BARAT Kolam Air Tenang 
3 2019 1 1 ACEH ACEH BARAT Tambak Intensif 
4 2019 1 1 ACEH ACEH BARAT Tambak Sederhana 
5 2019 1 1 ACEH ACEH BARAT Tambak Sederhana 
6 2019 1 1 ACEH ACEH BARAT Tambak Semi Intensif 
7 2019 1 1 ACEH ACEH BARAT Tambak Semi Intensif 
8 2019 1 1 ACEH ACEH BARAT Tambak Semi Intensif 
9 2019 1 1 ACEH ACEH BARAT Tambak Semi Intensif 

 

Index Jenis_Ikan Kelompok_Ikan Produksi_Kg Nilai_Rp 
0 Lele Lele               2.000                 30.000.000  
1 Mas Mas               1.500                 47.250.000  
2 Nila Nila               4.000              100.000.000  
3 Udang Vaname Udang             10.500              787.500.000  
4 Bandeng Bandeng                   140                   2.100.000  
5 Nila Nila                   400                 10.000.000  
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6 Bandeng Bandeng                   300                   4.500.000  
7 Kakap Putih; Baramundi Kakap                   350                   8.750.000  
8 Udang Vaname Udang               1.000                 75.000.000  
9 Udang Windu Udang                   250                 23.750.000  

Source: Final Aquaculture Fisheries Production Table, the MFOD Statistics Database. 

Data Collection 
Data collection for the aquaculture fisheries production table is very similar to the data collection for 
the inland capture fisheries catch table. The Aquaculture fisheries have no institutions like the fishing 
ports for the marine capture fisheries, so no recordings have been available. Therefore, it relies solely 
on monthly samples collected by the enumerators in various regencies all over Indonesia. 

Estimation and Aggregation 
Based on the validated monthly samples pooled within the system, the validators will begin the 
estimation process of monthly catch. The regency validators are granted rights to produce monthly 
estimates for their regency, while the provincial validators are granted the rights to produce monthly 
estimates for every regency within their province. The formula for this computation is relatively simple, 
basically a multiplication of two variables, the average monthly productivity (kg/m2) – derived from 
the samples collected – and the population (m2). This simple computation is iterated respective to the 
homogeneities pooled within the validated samples.  

The aggregation process usually begins every semester, initiated by the regency validators, up to the 
provincial validators, and up until the national Validators. Once an agreement on the figure is reached 
between the regency, provincial, and the national validators, the result of the aggregate process is 
adopted as the official statistics. 

Validation 
The Validation processes applied to construct the aquaculture fisheries production tables are similar 
to the other production tables. Validations are applied at every process, from the data collection by 
the regency validators, the estimation by the regency and provincial validators, and the aggregation 
by all validators from the regency, provincial, as well as the national level.  

Fish Farmers and Land Used Statistics 
Table 8 displays the top 10 rows within the final aquaculture fisheries fish farmer table. This table is 
the source for all fish farmer statistics published by the MFOD. The table structure allows for various 
groupings – from grouping by year, province, regency, type of aquaculture, to any combinations of 
those variables – for the reports on the number of fish farmers, the number of labors, and the number 
of land usage. 

There are seven variables within this fish farmer table which data type and definition are listed below: 

1. Tahun/Year: integer, indicates the year in which the aquaculture production was done; 
2. Provinsi/Province: varchar, indicates the name of province in which the aquaculture 

production was done; 
3. Kabupaten_Kota/Regency: varchar, indicates the name of regency in which the aquaculture 

production was done; 
4. Jenis_Pembesaran/Type of Aquaculture: varchar, indicates the type of aquaculture which 

was applied in the production; 
5. Jumlah_Rtp/Number of Households: integer, indicates the number of fish farmers; 
6. Jumlah_Pembudidaya/Number of Labors: integer, indicates the number of labors; 
7. Luas_Lahan_Digunakan/Number of Land Used: float, indicates the number of lands used; 
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Table 8. A preview of the top 10 rows within the Final Aquaculture Fisheries Fish Farmers and Lands Used Table 

Index Tahun Provinsi Kabupaten_Kota Jenis_Pembesaran 
0 2019 ACEH ACEH BARAT Kolam Air Tenang 
1 2019 ACEH ACEH BARAT Tambak Intensif 
2 2019 ACEH ACEH BARAT Tambak Sederhana 
3 2019 ACEH ACEH BARAT Tambak Semi Intensif 
4 2019 ACEH ACEH BARAT DAYA Kolam Air Tenang 
5 2019 ACEH ACEH BARAT DAYA Tambak Intensif 
6 2019 ACEH ACEH BARAT DAYA Tambak Sederhana 
7 2019 ACEH ACEH BARAT DAYA Tambak Semi Intensif 
8 2019 ACEH ACEH BESAR Jaring Apung Laut 
9 2019 ACEH ACEH BESAR Kolam Air Tenang 

 

Index Jumlah_Rtp Jumlah_Pembudidaya Luas_Lahan_Digunakan 
0                532                                     719                            1.481.905  
1                    6                                         6                                750.000  
2                  40                                       40                                180.000  
3                  47                                     107                            1.108.330  
4            1.190                                 1.190                            3.848.570  
5                    4                                       18                                106.000  
6                565                                     565                            8.038.000  
7                  63                                       63                                110.000  
8                  23                                       23                                    3.800  
9                263                                     374                                965.000  

Source: Final Aquaculture Fish Famers and Lands Used Table, the MFOD Statistics database 

Data Collection 
The data collection for the Final Aquaculture Fisheries Fish Farmers table is solely relies on the 
estimation and aggregation process and KUSUKA – both operated by the MFOD. There is no licensing 
required for aquaculture fish farmers, therefore the only fish farmer recording available is KUSUKA. 

Estimation and Aggregation 
The estimation of the number of fish farmers and land used is initiated by the regency validators during 
the population estimation process within the MFOD system which serves as the basis for the 
construction of the Marine Capture Fisheries Vessels and Gear Table at every semester. During the 
process of population estimation, the regency validators will also incorporate the data recorded within 
KUSUKA. The result of this population estimation is an integral part the afore-mentioned production 
estimation process, as the fish farmers and land used figures derived are used as the population 
variable in the production estimation formula. Once the population estimation is completed, the 
MFOD will automatically begin the process of constructing the final aquaculture fisheries fish farmers 
and lands used table. 

Validation 
The validation process for the fish farmers and lands used table is conducted at as the a parallel time 
as the validation Process. The central validators will inspect the constructed fish farmers and lands 
used table, and then cross-checking the figures for each homogeneity with the records within KUSUKA. 
The result of this process is the Final Aquaculture Fisheries Fish Farmers and Lands Used table as 
shown in table 8 previously. 
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National Statistics on Producer Price 
 

When it comes to price tracking – both producer as well as the consumer price – the MFOD does not 
have any modules which specifically track data of producer price per se, but the monthly samplings 
actually contained information on production volume and its value received by the producers. 
Therefore, it might as well be used as a proxy for the producer price. But since the sampling was never 
intended to be a record for producer price, the MFOD publish only the total volume and value of 
production instead. 

Beside the MFOD production sampling, the catch landings record within the FPIC database also 
contains information concerning the volume and value of the catch. So, it could also be used as a proxy 
for producer price. But since the scope of FPIC recordings are considered too small – 106 fishing ports 
– so it would be highly inappropriate to use it to represent 514 regencies all over Indonesia. 
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